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Abstract

Kyle (1985) model proposes two types of ru-001
mors: informed rumors which are based on002
some private information and uninformed ru-003
mors which are not based on any information004
(i.e. bluffing). Also, prior studies find that005
when people have credible source of informa-006
tion, they are likely to use a more confident007
textual tone in their spreading of rumors. Moti-008
vated by these theoretical findings, we propose009
a double-channel structure to determine the ex-010
ante veracity of rumors on social media. Our011
ultimate goal is to classify each rumor into true,012
false, or unverifiable. We first assign each text013
into either certain (informed rumor) or uncer-014
tain (uninformed rumor) category. Then, we ap-015
ply lie detection algorithm to informed rumors016
and thread-reply agreement detection algorithm017
to uninformed rumors. Using the dataset of Se-018
mEval 2019 Task 7, which requires ex-ante019
threefold classification (true, false, or unverifi-020
able) of social media rumors, our model yields021
a macro-F1 score of 0.4027, outperforming all022
the baseline models and the second-place win-023
ner (Gorrell et al., 2019). Furthermore, we024
empirically validate that the double-channel025
structure outperforms single-channel structures026
which use either lie detection or agreement de-027
tection algorithm to all posts.028

1 Introduction029

Detecting the veracity of rumors spreading out on030

various social media platforms has been of great031

importance. Indeed, several studies find that on-032

line rumors can affect human behaviors (Pound033

and Zeckhauser, 1990; Jia et al., 2020). However,034

detecting the veracity of rumors is not a simple035

task. Unlike news articles which are considered036

ex-post, rumors are ex-ante (Vosoughi et al., 2018;037

Shu et al., 2017). At the time when a rumor origi-038

nates, the information user is not able to determine039

its veracity by checking whether the event has hap-040

pened or not. Instead, the user can make his best041

guess based on the information set that he has been042

exposed to. In contrast, we can check the verac- 043

ity of a news article immediately by comparing it 044

with the event that the article is referring to (Cao 045

et al., 2018). There can be diverse definitions of 046

rumors, but in our study we define the rumors as 047

"information that cannot be verified at the time 048

of origination (Gorrell et al., 2019)".1 Therefore, 049

whether a rumor is false or not can only be de- 050

termined afterward when the user can objectively 051

observe the event (Zubiaga et al., 2016). 052

In our research, we use only the textual features 053

of the posts and their corresponding replies, mit- 054

igating the concern that our results are driven by 055

external information that was not readily available 056

to the general public at the early stage of rumor 057

origination. Also, our model shows that textual 058

features embedded in social media posts can rea- 059

sonably predict the ex-ante veracity of rumors. 060

Kyle (1985) provides a theoretical model that 061

explains the motivation of spreading rumors. The 062

model includes two types of rumor spreading: (i) 063

rumors based on private information and (ii) ru- 064

mors not based on any information (i.e. bluffing). 065

Spreaders with private information can either de- 066

liver the correct information that they have or inten- 067

tionally distort the information. On the other hand, 068

there can be spreaders without private information. 069

They take advantage of their social influence and 070

spread some made-up rumors in favor of their ben- 071

efits (Van Bommel, 2003). Refer to Figure 1 for 072

the visual representation of rumor classification. 073

Studies on linguistics find that the perceived 074

credibility of information source affects the tone of 075

rumors on social media (Kim et al., 2019; Kamins 076

et al., 1997; DiFonzo, 2010). The more credible 077

the information source is, the more confident the 078

textual tone is. For instance, rumors based on con- 079

crete source of information are likely to include 080

1This definition excludes tasks such as PHEME from our
scope of analysis since they require "fact-checking" instead of
"ex-ante prediction of veracity."
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Figure 1: This figure illustrates the conceptual classifica-
tion of rumors based on prior linguistics literature. Our
model motivates from these two different subgroups.

a reference link or refer to specific identities. In081

contrast, bluffing is less likely to encompass the082

source of information.083

Combining these two lines of literature, rumors084

based on private information and rumors not based085

on private information are systematically and lin-086

guistically different. However, prior studies that087

intent to identify the “ex-ante” veracity of social088

media rumors (e.g. Enayet and El-Beltagy, 2017;089

Wu et al., 2015; Rao et al., 2021) treat every rumor090

equally. In other words, they apply the same logic091

or algorithm to both types of rumors. To tackle092

this issue, we conjecture that dividing the sample093

into “informed rumors” (rumors that are based on094

private information) and “uninformed rumors” (ru-095

mors that do not have any information background)096

and applying different algorithms to the two sub-097

groups can improve the performance of veracity098

detection.099

Motivated by the linguistic differences between100

the two rumor types, we first divide the sample101

based on the textual confidence of rumor texts.102

This algorithm classifies each rumor into certain103

(informed rumors) or uncertain (uninformed ru-104

mors) category. As in Kyle (1985) model, informed105

spreaders can strategically choose whether or not106

to truthfully report the private information that they107

have. If they choose to distort the information, the108

spreaders are intentionally lying. In contrast, they109

might opt for truth-telling. Therefore, we apply110

the lie detection algorithm to informed rumors to111

determine their ex-ante veracity.112

On the other hand, for uninformed rumors, the113

spreaders are not intentionally lying nor are they114

truthfully reporting. Therefore, we do not expect115

lie detection algorithm to function properly. In-116

Figure 2: This figure illustrates an example of the clas-
sification results of our model.

stead, we rely on the agreement detector algorithm 117

(Kumar and Carley, 2019; Yu et al., 2020). Prior 118

literature finds that when primary replies are gen- 119

erally in accordance with the original thread, the 120

thread is likely to be true ex-post, and vice-versa 121

(Akhtar et al., 2018). In our model, we use primary 122

replies and calculate their agreement scores with 123

the main thread. The logic beyond this algorithm is 124

that the wisdom of the crowd plays a role in social 125

media platforms to provide accurate information 126

(Brown and Reade, 2019; Yu et al., 2020). We 127

leave the mathematical details for Sections 3.1 and 128

3.2. 129

In our study, we further validate this theory- 130

motivated double-channel approach by showing 131

that our model outperforms the single channel struc- 132

tures (applying lie detection algorithm or agree- 133

ment detection algorithm to both channels). Sec- 134

tion 4.1 outlines the relative performance of double- 135

channel model compared with other structures and 136

with other competing models of SemEval 2019. 137

Specifically, our model achieves a macro-F1 score 138

of 0.4027, which is approximately 12% points 139

higher than that of the second-place winner. 140

Figure 2 provides an example of the classifica- 141

tion results of our model. The uninformed thread 142

does not refer to any source information while the 143

informed one does so. Lie detection algorithm cor- 144

rectly classifies the veracity of the informed rumor. 145

On the other hand, agreement detector captures 146

whether each primary reply is in accordance with 147

the main thread. The algorithm correctly classifies 148

the thread to be false. 149

Our research contributes to the existing line of 150

literature for at least two reasons. First, we are 151

the first to employ a double-channel model to de- 152
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tect the veracity of rumors. This approach reflects153

the rumor classification (informed and uninformed)154

proposed by the linguistics literature. We show155

that the lie detection algorithm is relatively more156

appropriate for classifying informed rumors and157

that the agreement detection is more accurate when158

classifying uninformed rumors. After employing a159

BERT-based certainty classifier to divide the sam-160

ples into two subgroups, we find a significant in-161

crease in our classification accuracy.162

Second, we also use minimal information to ob-163

tain our results. Our F1 score falls behind the win-164

ner of SemEval 2019 Task 7, primarily due to the165

scope of the information that we use. The winner166

exploits a variety of peripheral information such as167

the account credibility or the number of followers168

(Li et al., 2019a), which explains a great portion169

of their results. However, such a model cannot170

be applied to anonymous rumors or rumors posted171

by relatively "new" users. In contrast, our model172

operates even without considering the peripheral173

or user-specific information, allowing it be applied174

to even anonymous rumors in social media. Also,175

since the second-place winner primarily focuses176

on the textual dimension of Twitter posts, we find177

the second-place winner more comparable to our178

assumptions and experiments.179

2 Related Works180

2.1 Information Sets181

Prior literature mainly relies on two information182

sets to calculate the ex-ante veracity of rumors.183

First, several studies use user information such as184

the number of followers, the number of replies, the185

existence of hashtags and photos, and the number186

of previous tweets to determine the veracity of each187

rumor (Castillo et al., 2011; Vosoughi, 2015; Liu188

and Wu, 2018; Li et al., 2019a). This line of re-189

search assumes that the users who care about their190

accounts’ reputation are likely to post true rumors.191

However, it is difficult to measure the account’s192

credibility when the rumor originates since the ac-193

count information is time-variant. Even though a194

specific account currently has many followers, we195

cannot guarantee that the account used to have the196

same number of followers when the rumor origi-197

nated. Furthermore, such information is not avail-198

able for anonymous rumors.199

Second, several studies apply linguistic features200

to detect false rumors. Some studies measure the201

subjectivity of the posts using some attribute-based202

textual elements such as subjective verbs and im- 203

perative tenses (Li et al., 2019a; Ma et al., 2017; 204

Liu et al., 2015). Vosoughi (2015) analyzes the 205

sentiment of tweets under various circumstances 206

and classify the tweets using the contextual infor- 207

mation. Barsever et al. (2020) develop a better- 208

performing lie detector with BERT, indicating that 209

unsupervised learning can outperform traditional 210

rule-based lie detection algorithms. However, the 211

linguistic feature-based approach has limitations 212

in that most of the rumors are arbitrary in nature, 213

and lie detection, which is based on the author’s 214

intention, may not function well in the domain that 215

contains many random posts. 216

Other research focuses on the network model 217

to capture information propagation (Gupta et al., 218

2012; Rosenfeld et al., 2020). Also, Liu and Wu 219

(2018) develop a model that examines the early 220

detection of rumors with RNN classification. Also, 221

several works aim to determine whether a given 222

online post is a rumor or not (Kochkina et al., 2018) 223

by implementing a multi-task learning algorithm. 224

2.2 Classification Algorithm 225

While several studies deal with improving the input 226

dataset, others focus on improving the classification 227

algorithm. Some early studies are based on Support 228

Vector Machine (SVM) (Enayet and El-Beltagy, 229

2017; Wu et al., 2015) or neural networks (NN) to 230

conduct the classification (Ma et al., 2017; Wang 231

et al., 2018). 232

Recent works turn to unsupervised learning of ru- 233

mors. Instead of inputting a number of user-specific 234

variables, Rao et al. (2021) develop STANKER, a 235

fine-tuned BERT model which incorporates both 236

the textual features of posts and their comments. 237

This model inputs comments as one of the crucial 238

auxiliary factors, measuring the co-attention be- 239

tween the posts and comments. Our model differs 240

from STANKER for at least two reasons. First, 241

unlike STANKER which uses single-channel ap- 242

proach, we design a double-channel approach. This 243

approach allows us to apply a more appropriate 244

classifier to each thread. Second, STANKER is 245

trained with more than 5,000 labeled observations. 246

These observations do not include the "unverified" 247

category as well. However, since our train set con- 248

tains only 365 observations with three different la- 249

bels, we utilize external open-source datasets from 250

similar (yet slightly different) domains to further 251

train each phase of our model. Therefore, we aim 252
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to improve the performance of the model with the253

minimal information and fine-tune the model to254

mitigate the domain-shift problem.255

On the other hand, Yu et al. (2020) develops256

a Hierarchical Transformer which disaggregates257

a thread into subthreads. Then, they process the258

stance labels obtained from the subthreads to deter-259

mine the veracity of a rumor. Their method focuses260

on the mutual interaction among the users but may261

not function properly at the early stage of rumor262

origination when there are not enough reply posts.263

Furthermore, Dougrez-Lewis et al. (2021) employ264

a Variational Autoencoder to filter out the topics265

that are useful in stance determination and achieve266

a macro-F1 score of 0.434 on PHEME dataset.267

3 Model Design268

3.1 Overall Structure269

Our model is the first to introduce a double-channel270

approach in rumor veracity detection. We first di-271

vide the sample into two subsamples depending272

on the textual confidence of each thread. Here, a273

confidence score examines whether the author is274

writing the post with a strong belief or not (Farkas275

et al., 2010). Authors who spread informed ru-276

mors are more likely to be confident in their post-277

ings (DiFonzo, 2010). Therefore, our BERT-based278

uncertainty-classifier assigns each thread into one279

of the two categories: certain (informed rumor) and280

uncertain (uninformed rumor) (Devlin et al., 2018).281

We assume that informed rumors are based on edu-282

cated belief, insider information, or other reliable283

sources. We name this step Phase 1.284

Then, we turn to lie detection algorithms for285

informed rumors. Note that when the author has286

baseline information, it is the author’s choice to de-287

cide whether or not to disclose the true information288

to the public. Textual lie detection focuses on lexi-289

cal cues that are prevalent in intentional lies (Masip290

et al., 2012) and examines the author’s intention –291

it identifies whether the writer is intentionally dis-292

torting actual information. If the authors decide to293

distort the information, the lie detector is expected294

to identify such intention (Mansbach et al., 2021;295

Barsever et al., 2020). We use a BERT-based lie296

classifier to assign the threads into a true or false297

category. We call this step Phase 2-1.298

On the other hand, for uninformed rumors, we299

cannot rely on the linguistic lie detection. Unin-300

formed rumors are written by people who do not301

have any specific reference when spreading the ru-302

Figure 3: This figure illustrates the model pipeline. Un-
certainty classifier (Phase 1) divides the sample into two
subgroups, and lie detector (Phase 2-1) and agreement
classifier (Phase 2-2) further classifies each thread into
true or false category. We assign the observations with
self-entropy of 1 to unverified category.

mors. In other words, they make an uninformed 303

guess or even write some random facts in their ac- 304

counts. Since the writers do not intend to deceive 305

other people (they do not even know what is true 306

or false), the lie detection algorithm may not func- 307

tion properly. Therefore, we should take a different 308

approach to determine the veracity of such rumors. 309

Here, we focus on the agreement score of each re- 310

ply. Users actively respond to the rumors in social 311

media, and the wisdom of the crowd is known to 312

generate remarkably accurate information (Brown 313

and Reade, 2019; Navajas et al., 2018). In our 314

study, we calculate the degree of agreement of each 315

primary reply to the thread. Then, using the agree- 316

ment score of the replies, we estimate the veracity 317

of the thread. We call this step Phase 2-2. 318

For the visual representation of our pipeline, re- 319

fer to Figure 3. We use Tesla V100 SXM2 32GB 320

GPU to train our model. We use BERT in all phases 321

of our model since BERT and its variants achieve 322

the state-of-the-art performance in text classifica- 323

tion tasks (Liu et al., 2019; Lan et al., 2019). 324

3.2 Phase 1: Detecting Linguistic Certainty 325

We develop a BERT-based certainty classifier. Our 326

classifier is a binary classifier based on a BERT 327

sentence classifier. Our goal is to assign each sen- 328

tence (Twitter or Reddit thread) into one of the two 329
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categories: certain or uncertain. We first train our330

model with the labeled dataset provided in CoNLL-331

2010 Shared Task (Farkas et al., 2010). The dataset332

contains binary labels (certain or uncertain) and333

7,363 observations. We use a batch size of 32 and334

a learning rate of 5e-5. We train the model for five335

epochs and use Adam optimizer.336

We apply the trained BERT classifier to our train337

set. This process yields 365 distinct thread-label338

pairs. However, the domain of the dataset that339

we use to train the model slightly differs from340

the domain of the dataset that we have. To tackle341

this domain-shift issue, we sample 21 observations342

from each category (certain and uncertain) and re-343

train the model for five epochs. We select the same344

number of observations from the two categories to345

mitigate the concern arising from severely imbal-346

anced classifications. We use a batch size of 32 and347

a learning rate of 5e-5. This procedure assuages348

the potential bias due to domain-shifting.349

We set a label smoothing rate of 0.2 for both350

training steps. Label smoothing resolves the classi-351

fication imbalance due to the differences in the two352

domains and the potential overfitting due to the lim-353

ited number of our training samples (Szegedy et al.,354

2016). We apply Phase 1 to all test samples and355

obtain 81 distinct thread-label pairs. 17 of them356

are classified as informed rumors, and the remain-357

ing 64 observations are classified as uninformed358

rumors.359

3.3 Phase 2-1: Fake Rumor Identification360

with Lie Detection Algorithm361

We apply Phase 2-1 to informed rumors from Phase362

1. We develop a BERT-based binary sentence clas-363

sifier to detect lies from lexical cues. Similarly, we364

take a two-step approach to train the model. First,365

we use the open-source dataset to train a model366

that detects scams and lies in social media (Ott367

et al., 2011; Ott et al., 2013). This dataset contains368

1,600 pre-labeled texts. We train the model for five369

epochs with a batch size of 32, a learning rate of370

5e-5, and a label smoothing rate of 0.3. We also371

use Adam optimizer.372

Then, we fine-tune the model with the train373

dataset of SemEval 2019 Task 7. According to the374

definition, unverified samples are those with zero375

confidence scores. Therefore, when fine-tuning our376

model, unverified observations are of no use. We377

exclude the unverified samples and use only ob-378

servations with true or false labels. We fine-tune379

the model for one epoch using the samples that are 380

classified as certain in Phase 1. Our batch size is 381

32 and learning rate is 5e-5. Unlike certainty clas- 382

sification of Phase 1, the domains and objectives 383

of the external dataset that we use are similar to 384

our primary goal – determining the veracity of a 385

given statement. However, in Phase 1, the surrogate 386

dataset aims at discerning non-factual and factual 387

information. That is, the objectives of the two tasks 388

are similar but not the same. Therefore, we train 389

the model for five epochs in Phase 1. In Phase 2-1, 390

since the two tasks deal with the same agenda, it 391

suffices to fine-tune the model for one epoch. 392

When applied to the test set, our lie detector 393

yields 81 distinct thread-label pairs. The label in- 394

cludes true and false indicators based on the soft- 395

max values. That is, when the softmax value of true 396

is larger than the softmax of false the program re- 397

turns true and vice versa. Following the definition 398

of the unverified rumors, we classify the samples 399

with self-entropy score of 1 into unverified cate- 400

gory. Otherwise, we use the labels obtained from 401

our lie detector. 402

The self-entropy of each observation is

H(x) = − 1

log 2

1∑
n=0

ln(x) log ln(x)

, where x denotes each observation and ln(x) de- 403

notes the probability that x belongs to each cate- 404

gory (n = 0, 1). 405

3.4 Phase 2-2: Fake Rumor Identification 406

with Reply Agreement Score 407

We apply Phase 2-2 to uninformed rumors from 408

Phase 1. Here, we develop a BERT-based triple 409

sentence classifier that assigns each sentence pair 410

into one of the three categories: agreement, dis- 411

agreement, and none. Here, the input is a sentence 412

pair composed of one thread and its correspond- 413

ing primary reply. For instance, in Figure 4, since 414

thread A has four primary replies, we construct four 415

sentence pairs. We exclude non-primary replies 416

(replies to the previous replies) since it is unclear 417

whether such non-primary replies are agreeing (or 418

disagreeing) to the thread itself or to the primary 419

reply. Therefore, the classifier measures whether 420

the primary reply is in accordance with the thread 421

or not. We also take a two-step approach to train 422

the model. 423

First, we train the BERT-based triple classifier 424

with an open-source dataset (Andreas et al., 2012). 425
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Figure 4: This figure illustrates the pipeline of Phase 2-2. We pre-train the BERT model with the dataset provided
by Andreas et al. (2012) and fine-tune the model with pre-processed train set of SemEval 2019 Task 7. Then we
apply the BERT-based agreement detector to thread-reply pair of the test set and obtain soft-max value vectors. We
discard the soft-max values of none since none does not provide additional information about the veracity of the
rumors.

The dataset contains 1,163 sentence pairs with426

agreement labels. Specifically, it includes 609427

agreement pairs and 554 disagreement pairs. We428

train the model for five epochs with a batch size of429

32, a learning rate of 5e-5, and a label smoothing430

rate of 0.3. We also use Adam optimizer.431

Then, we fine-tune the model with the train432

set of SemEval 2019 Task 7. We filter out pri-433

mary responses from the dataset and create thread-434

reply pairs. We label the pairs with the labels pre-435

assigned to each thread. This process yields 2,372436

distinct thread-reply pairs. Then we train the model437

for one epoch with batch size 32 and learning rate438

5e-5. The task of Andreas et al. (2012) aims at439

determining whether each reply is in accordance440

with the thread, which is identical to our objective.441

Hence, we fine-tune the model for one epoch.442

Applying the classifier to uninformed rumors443

yields the softmax values for (agreement, disagree-444

ment, none). We discard the softmax value of none445

and sum the softmax values of agreement and dis-446

agreement for each thread. Then, we normalize the447

values so that they sum up to be one. As in Phase 2-448

1, the program returns true when the softmax value449

of the agreement is larger than that of disagreement450

and vice versa.451

For a formal representation, let Xi denote the
thread and yim denote the mth primary reply to Xi.
Suppose that we have k threads and ni (i is an inte-
ger between 1 and k) is the number of primary com-
ments corresponding to Xi. We form up the pairs
(X1, y

1
1), · · · , (X1, y

1
n1
), · · · , (Xk, y

k
1 ), · · · , (Xk, y

k
nk
).

BERT model returns a softmax vector of each
pair (al, bl, cl), where (a, b, c) denotes the softmax

vector of (agreement, disagreement, none). We
obtain

∑k
i=1 ni softmax vectors. Then, for Xi, we

sum up the softmax values to obtain the normalized
softmax vector.( ∑ni

k=1 ak∑ni
k=1 ak +

∑ni
k=1 bk

,

∑ni
k=1 bk∑ni

k=1 ak +
∑ni

k=1 bk

)

If the first softmax is larger than the second, we 452

classify Xi to be true. If the second softmax is 453

larger than the first, we classify Xi to be false. 454

Also, we assign the observations with the self- 455

entropy value of 1 to the unverified category. We 456

calculate the self-entropy using the same formula 457

with Phase 2-1. 458

We discard the softmax values of none because 459

replies that do not fall under either agreement or 460

disagreement category do not have informational 461

value. By allowing the none category and discard- 462

ing the none category samples, we aim to deliber- 463

ately examine the replies’ intent (Li et al., 2019a). 464

Refer to Figure 4 for the graphical illustration of 465

Phase 2-2. 466

3.5 Data and Pre-processing 467

Our primary input data is the open-source data re- 468

leased in SemEval 2019 Task 7. Specifically, we 469

aim to improve the model performance of Task 470

7B, in which the participants are asked to classify 471

each rumor into one of the three categories (true, 472

false or unverifiable). The dataset contains 365 473

train set observations. Each observation consists 474

of one thread (Twitter or Reddit) post and its cor- 475

responding replies. Replies include the primary 476

replies (replies that respond directly to the main 477
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Macro-F1 Accuracy Precision Recall
Double-Channel 0.4027 0.4938 0.5064 0.4043
Single-Channel (Lie Detector) 0.3447 0.4444 0.3362 0.3706
Single-Channel (Agreement Detector) 0.3668 0.4444 0.4813 0.3700
Double-Channel with Inverse Detectors 0.3145 0.3567 0.2981 0.3374
Baseline (LSTM) 0.3364 - - -
Baseline (NileTMRG) 0.3089 - - -
Baseline (Majority class) 0.2241 - - -
WeST (CLEARumor) 0.2856 - - -

Table 1: This table demonstrates the relative performances of the models that we develop, the baseline models
of SemEval 2019 Task 7, and the second-place winner of the task (WeST). Single-channel models include the
model that applies lie detector to all observations and the model that applies agreement detector to all observations.
Double-channel model with inverse detectors apply lie detection algorithm to uncertain group (uninformed rumors)
and agreement detection algorithm to certain group (informed rumors).

post) and secondary replies (replies that respond to478

other replies). In our task, we do not use replies479

other than primary replies. We first retrieve all480

main posts (threads) from the dataset. The threads481

often include hashtags or web addresses starting482

with http. Several studies including Li et al. (2019a)483

use this as auxiliary information in their analysis -484

they include an indicator variable that equals one485

when the thread has a hashtag or web address in-486

side. However, in our research, we focus only on487

textual features and do not need such information.488

Further, given that the threads are relatively short,489

uninterpretable hashtags or web addresses might490

distort the results. Hence, we delete all hashtags491

and web addresses that start with "http".492

Then, we turn to the comments. The dataset493

contains a structure file in json format for each494

thread. The structure file explains the format of495

each thread such as how many comments are there,496

the time when each comment is posted, the ID of497

the author and the ID of the comment. From the498

json file, we identify the primary comments and499

pair them with their corresponding thread. We also500

cleanse the texts by removing all the hashtags and501

web addresses.502

4 Results503

We present our results in Table 1. We report two504

main evaluation metrics, macro-F1 and accuracy,505

and two supplementary metrics, precision and re-506

call. Macro-F1 is the harmonic average of the pre-507

cision and recall ratios, while accuracy is the ratio508

of correct classifications to the total number of ob-509

servations.510

4.1 Justification of Double-Channel Structure 511

In support of our conjecture, we re-train the Phase 512

2-1 and Phase 2-2 classifiers with all observations, 513

and report the results when the classifiers are ap- 514

plied to all posts without the certainty classifica- 515

tion. The results yield the macro-F1 scores of 516

0.3447 and 0.3668, respectively. Additionally, we 517

also report the prediction accuracy when lie de- 518

tection algorithm is applied to uninformed rumors 519

and agreement detection algorithm is applied to 520

informed rumors. The macro-F1 score and accu- 521

racy (0.3145 and 0.3567) become even lower. As 522

clearly indicated, dividing the total sample into 523

two subgroups significantly improves the classifi- 524

cation performance. This improvement is primarily 525

because each classifier is applied to the observa- 526

tions that the classifier is intended to function well. 527

These empirical results further validate our novel 528

double-channel structure along with its theoretical 529

background. 530

4.2 Overall Performance 531

Our double-channel model achieves a macro-F1 532

score of 0.4027 and an accuracy of 0.4938. In 533

terms of precision and recall, it achieves 0.5064 534

and 0.4043, respectively. 2 This model outperforms 535

all the baseline models proposed in SemEval 2019 536

Task 7 and the model developed by the second- 537

place winner. Note that our program only refers to 538

textual information of the main threads and their 539

primary replies. We intentionally do not include 540

user-specific peripheral information to demonstrate 541

that the double-channel approach can significantly 542

2The model correctly classifies 19 true rumors out of 31,
20 false rumors out of 40, and 1 unverified rumor out of 10.
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improve the classification outcomes.543

Our model outperforms the second-best program544

(WeST) by approximately 12% points in terms of545

macro-F1. With the double-channel classification546

system that we develop, we manage to accurately547

classify false rumors at their early stage, without548

considering the peripheral information sets. Our549

model falls behind the winner of SemEval 2019550

Task 7, primarily because we use limited scope551

of information. We intentionally discard all other552

information but textual information of the threads553

and their primary replies. In contrast, the winner ex-554

ploits a wide variety of information such as account555

credibility and the existence of hashtags. Unlike556

the winner, our program can be applied to anony-557

mous rumors without any clue about the author558

information.559

4.3 Some Restrictions on Replies (Phase 2-2)560

In our main model, we use all primary replies to561

the main threads, regardless of their dates created.562

However, we acknowledge that if it takes too much563

time to collect the reply data, our model cannot cal-564

culate the veracity in a timely manner. Since early565

veracity detection is one of our main contributions,566

we restrict the replies to be posted within 1-, 3-,567

and 5-day period from the original thread. Table 2568

reports the results.569

As we restrict the replies to be posted within570

1 day from the original thread, we lose 3 threads.571

Furthermore, we experience a slight decrease in our572

predictive accuracy and macro-F1 score. However,573

as we loosen our restriction from 1-day window574

to 5-day window, we observe a gradual restoration575

in both accuracy and macro-F1. In summary, our576

model reasonably predicts the veracity of rumors577

even in a 1-day window from the origination of578

rumors and it gradually becomes more accurate in579

a 5-day window. Note that the average number of580

replies is 11.96 even when we restrict our window581

to 1-day period, allowing us to have enough replies582

to expect the effect of the wisdom of the crowd.3583

5 Conclusion584

Perfectly determining the veracity of rumors at the585

time of their origination is impossible. Nonethe-586

3To further validate this argument, we repeat the same
exercise after excluding the threads with only one reply in
1-day restriction sample and achieve a macro-F1 of 0.3570
and accuracy of 0.4800. When we exclude threads with less
than 3 replies, we achieve a macro-F1 of 0.3637 and accuracy
of 0.4857.

F1 Accuracy Avg # # thr
Original 0.4027 0.4938 14.96 81
1-Day 0.3418 0.4743 11.96 78
3-Day 0.3542 0.4815 14.37 81
5-Day 0.3827 0.4938 14.58 81

Table 2: Avg # denotes the average number of replies
and # thr denotes the number of distinct threads. n-Day
denotes the sample when we restrict the replies to be
posted within n days from the original thread (n=1,3,5).

less, an increasing number of rumors are spreading 587

out via social media, and people are affected by 588

those rumors. Therefore, sorting out the "likely- 589

fraudulent" rumors at their early stage is of great 590

importance to information users. 591

Our model takes minimal textual information 592

and achieves a reasonable prediction accuracy in 593

the SemEval 2019 Task 7 dataset. This dataset 594

contains only 365 train samples and 81 test samples, 595

but requires three-way classification. We achieve 596

the macro-F1 score of 0.4027 in this task, which 597

is approximately 12% points higher than that of 598

the second-place winner which also focuses on the 599

textual features of posts. 600

Instead of integrating a wide variety of user- 601

specific information, our model shows that textual 602

features have sufficient predictive power in deter- 603

mining the veracity of rumors. More importantly, 604

we demonstrate that applying a uniform classifier to 605

all Twitter and Reddit posts can harm the model’s 606

performance. Instead, we apply a double-channel 607

approach in rumor veracity detection. We divide 608

the sample into two subgroups depending on the 609

textual certainty and apply two different classifiers 610

to each subgroup. Also, by using only textual fea- 611

tures of a post and its primary replies, this study 612

responds to Li et al. (2019b)’s call for research that 613

enables the early detection of rumor veracity. 614

Our research can be successfully implemented in 615

the real world setting. Our model, which does not 616

rely on user-specific information (e.g. the number 617

of followers, the number of previous posts, etc.), 618

can even be implemented to determine the verac- 619

ity of anonymous rumors. The model produces a 620

rapid veracity prediction. That is, we can produce 621

the results almost immediately for informed rumors 622

and within several days for uninformed rumors. Ul- 623

timately, providing users with predicted veracity 624

information can help their potential decision mak- 625

ing. 626
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